Just LOOK at What They Have Actually Done

By Anna Von Reitz

Look at what they have actually done:

A Uniformed Officer (Medical Doctor) who doesn't even know that he has been conscripted by applying for a license with these Goons, coerces the unwitting Mother of the victim to create an equally unconscious contract and clearinghouse certificate known as a Long Form Birth Certificate and issues it in the name of a British Territorial "Person" who just happens to be named after you. This attests that the clueless Doctor operating unknowingly and without disclosure as a British Territorial Officer, has picked up a baby on the "battlefield" and the Mother has "admitted" that the baby is a "United States Citizen" ---- of some kind. So, it's presumed that little baby Joe is a British Territorial Subject and Ward of the State, an abandoned pauper of unknown provenance, a bastard produced by an unwed Mother, most likely.

Because a Medical Doctor outranks any Attorney in their system, the Attorneys act upon the "Orders" of the Doctors who are cashiering all these babies and misidentifying them as British Territorial (Commonwealth) U.S. Citizens.

The American baby and their Good Name is "seized upon" and transported to the British Territorial Admiralty Jurisdiction and a Clearinghouse Certificate is issued showing the transfer --- baby is born on the land and soil of the State, transferred to the sea jurisdiction of the State of State, misidentified as a British Territorial "Person" who is a Subject of the British Monarch "adrift on the High Seas" and "salvaged" by an Officer of HRM's Crown Corporation doing business as "the" State of New York --- for example.

This False Identity and Impersonation allows the Rats to copyright your Given Name and "own" it --- which in effect allows them to "own" you by assumption and association --- and provides the basis to claim that you are a British Subject. Your Name is now that of a British Subject and as such, you become subject to the British Parliament's Cestui Que Vie Act of 1666.
After seven years on this planet and with nobody the wiser, the banks that hold debts against every British Territorial Person, report you "missing" and "presumed lost at sea" --- so they create a Cestui Que Vie Estate Trust in your name constructed as a foreign MUNICIPAL CORPORATION: ALEXANDER LAMONT WEBER, for example. This is a Public Trust ACCOUNT established in Maritime Jurisdiction that accepts "hypothecated" debts addressed in "the name of" your ESTATE. Another clearinghouse certificate is created -- the Short Form BC --- showing the transfer of the British Territorial Person to Municipal Jurisdiction and from then on, this is the only Birth Certificate you will receive when you request one. This is again, another False Identity and IMPERSONATION.

You the living man are now buried under two layers of thick legal balderdash and your identity has been shanghaied into two foreign jurisdictions --- British Admiralty and Municipal Maritime

All of this is virulent capital crime prohibited under both the Geneva and Hague Conventions --- and the only way they are getting away with it is that (1) nobody knows about it and (2) it was done one-by-one as a "private contract", so has to be corrected one-by-one as a refusal of contract, first at the Municipal level and second, at the British Territorial level, before you land safely back home again.

From your perspective, of course, you never left. Also from your perspective, the "Birth Certificate" is a "Death Certificate" as it represents the loss of your actual identity and political status and the trafficking of your infant self into a totally foreign jurisdiction where you are obligated to perform as a British Territorial Citizen and Subject of the British Monarch. The second "Birth Certificate" is even more deadly, as the resulting ESTATE and associated DERIVATIVES and ACCOUNTS are dead ---literally --- and cannot be "redeemed" to use the Churchy phrase, until the presumed-to-be British Territorial Person shows up to claim the ESTATE. The ESTATE and DERIVATIVES of it are all obligated to perform under Municipal Law.

It's a deliberately constructed maze of fraud upon fraud against the American States and People and against their private property and public assets by the British Crown, the British Monarch, and the Holy See, all acting in collusion together in violation of their Treaties and Trust Obligations and Commercial Service Contracts --- that is, our Constitutions which they are seeking to evade with all this crapola, and despite all their famous obligations and sworn allegiance to defend these venerable public contracts.

Despite their claims of "individual private right to contract" there is no reason that any sane American would adopt the political status (and debts) of a British Territorial Person/Officer, if given full disclosure of the deal, and there is even less reason for any
sentient being to leave their birthright estate adrift as an unclaimed Municipal ESTATE property, liable to pay any bill addressed to it.

And despite their claims that this was all couched in a situation of "wartime" there is no evidence that any war whatsoever occurred here since The War of 1812. The next "war" that occurred, the misnamed American Civil War, was an illegal Mercenary Conflict from beginning to end, and all the other euphemistic "wars" on poverty, drugs, and whatever-else and ever since, have been of the same ilk - all without standing as properly declared wars, with no possible claim of military conquest.

They've gotten away with this same set up from Boston to Bangkok. Whatever else, the British Monarchy and the Vatican and the British Crown Corporation are fully recognizable as welchers, thieves, con men, violent racketeers, and as institutions are not worthy of trust, respect, or honor --- which is, no doubt, why they have been at such pains to foist the blame for all this off onto their victims, the living people of this world, who have been defrauded and deprived of their guarantees and contractually-owed services as a result of these crimes of impersonation, non-disclosure, and deceit.

Once you have a good nose-full of this, why would anyone ever want to do business with any of these yahoos ever again? No matter where they hide or which nation (China) or institution (the UN) that they try to hide behind? Here they are, dishing out "economic sanctions" against Russia, when they are the ones that deserve to be isolated and left without the capability of conducting business with honest nations and decent men.

Ask yourselves --- if they’d do this to their purported good buddies and Allies, the Americans, what would they do to everyone else? The answer is a foregone conclusion. Their greed, avarice, and deceitfulness has no apparent bounds.
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